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Abstract 

The literature exploring other regarding behavior sheds important light on interesting social 

phenomena, yet less attention has been given to how the received results speak to 

foundational assumptions within economics. Our study synthesizes the empirical evidence, 

showing that recent work challenges convex preference theory but is largely consistent 

with rational choice theory. Guided by this understanding, we design a new, more 

demanding test of a central tenet of economics—the contraction axiom—within a sharing 

framework. Making use of more than 325 dictators participating in a series of allocation 

games, we show that sharing choices violate the contraction axiom. We advance a new 

theory that augments standard models with moral reference points to explain our 

experimental data. Our theory also organizes the broader sharing patterns in the received 

literature. 
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1. Introduction 

One of the most influential bodies of economics research in the past two decades revolves 

around whether and to what extent people value efficiency, fairness, equity, and 

reciprocity.  Experimental work has provided evidence that such motivations can be 

important in creating and determining surplus allocations in markets (see, e.g., Fehr et al., 

1993; Landry et al., 2010), with accompanying theoretical models of social preferences 

providing a framework to rationalize such behaviors (see, e.g., Rabin, 1993; Charness and 

Rabin, 2002; Dufwenberg and Kirchsteiger, 2004; Fehr and Schmidt, 1999; Bolton and 

Ockenfels, 2000; Andreoni and Miller, 2002; and Cox et al., 2008).   

Within this line of research, there is a class of experiments that is used to measure 

pro-social preferences, with typical experiments taking the form of gift exchange games, 

public goods games, ultimatum games, trust games, and dictator games.  While such games 

have shown that social preferences touch many areas of economic interactions, what is 

largely missing is a deeper understanding of whether individual choices violate deeply held 

economic tenets.  At this point, it is too early to conclude definitively, but the received 

literature suggests that sharing behaviors observed are consonant with neoclassical theory.  

For instance, in a seminal study, Andreoni and Miller (1993) show that in a modified 

dictator game subjects choices satisfy the key axiom of revealed preference. 1   More 

recently, Andersen et al. (2011) provide data that reveals demand curves for fairness in an 

ultimatum game are downward sloping.  While in its infancy, this work suggests that 

certain sharing behaviors can be captured by the standard economic model. 

 The shortage of work testing basic tenets in the sharing literature contrasts sharply 

with other areas of behavioral economics, which have lent deep insights into foundational 

assumptions within economics.  For example, for riskless choice, received results reveal 

that many consumers have preferences defined over changes in consumption, but 

individual behavior converges to the neoclassical prediction as trading experience 

intensifies (see, e.g., Kahneman et al., 1990; List, 2004; Engelmann and Hollard, 2010).   

Relatedly, for choice that involves risk, several scholars (see, e.g., Harless, 1992; 

Hey, 1995; and Hey and Orme, 1994) present econometric estimates of indifference curves 

under risk at the individual level that show neither expected utility theory nor the non-

                                                 
1 Fisman et al. (2007) extend this earlier work by developing an experimental framework that allows the 

researcher to not only test the consistency of choices but also recover individual level preferences for 

giving.  Fisman et al. (2015) explore how preferences for giving are impacted by macroeconomic shocks. 
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expected utility alternatives do a satisfactory job of organizing behavior.  Choi et al. (2007) 

extend this analysis by developing an experimental protocol that allows the researcher to 

both test the consistency of choices with the assumption of utility maximization and 

estimate a two-parameter utility function for each individual.  Of course, these examples 

are not exhaustive, as there are many other active research inquiries in this spirit, including 

those exploring intertemporal choice (see, e.g., Laibson, 1997; O’Donoghue and Rabin, 

1999, 2001; Frederick et al., 2002), asymmetry and transitivity of preferences (Tversky, 

1969; Slovic 1995; Cox and Grether, 1996; List, 2002), and conditional altruism 

(Dufwenberg and Kirchsteiger, 2004; Cox et al., 2008). 

Our study follows the spirit of this broader literature by exploring whether basic 

economic tenets are satisfied in sharing choices as observed in the dictator game, which 

has emerged as a workhorse in the social science literature.  Recently, in an effort to better 

understand the factors that motivate sharing, a number of scholars have augmented the 

standard dictator game by varying the feasible action set (e.g., List, 2007; Bardsley, 2008; 

Cappelen, et al., 2013).  Amongst other results, these studies report that dictators change 

their allocations in interesting ways when presented a chance to take as well as to give to 

others.  For example, in the typical dictator game the experiment is framed such that 

“giving nothing” is the least generous act, and substantial sums of money are given away 

(Engel, 2011).  Yet, if subjects are allowed to give or take money from the other player, 

subjects give much less to the other player on average. 

The first goal of our study is to step back from the burgeoning literature and attempt 

to synthesize what we have learned theoretically from these experimental exercises. We 

explain that the traditional dictator game, wherein more than 60 percent of dictators pass a 

positive amount of money, is consistent with neoclassical convex preference theory (Hicks, 

1946; Samuelson, 1947). Yet, more recent results from this literature (e.g., List, 2007; 

Bardsley, 2008; Cappelen, et al., 2013) provide evidence that challenges convex preference 

theory. Nevertheless, these new data are largely consistent with rational choice theory (Sen, 

1971).   

Our second goal is to build on the experimental literature by conducting a dictator 

game experiment that generates a stark test of a foundational assumption within economics:  

the contraction axiom.  For singleton choice sets, the contraction axiom is the necessary 

and sufficient condition for a choice function to be rationalizable by a weak order (Sen, 
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1971). 2  To test whether this central theoretical condition holds, we present a novel 

experiment with 329 children ages 3-7 who participated in a series of dictator games in 

which we systematically varied the feasible set and the actions available to the dictator.3  

Designing an experiment that preserves the opportunity set but allows dictator giving or 

taking provides one type of test for violations of the contraction axiom. This important 

design departure from the List (2007) and Bardsley (2008) studies makes it possible for us 

to explore rational choice theory at a deeper level. Furthermore, by preserving the initial 

endowment but varying the feasible set, we depart from recent literature on effects of social 

norms on play in dictator games (Krupka and Weber, 2013; Kimbrough and Vostroknutov, 

2015). Unlike their designs, ours allows discrimination between the effects on choices of 

initial endowments and other salient features of feasible sets. 

Our experimental data yields several insights. First, we find that our children 

subjects exhibit patterns of giving and taking behavior very similar to university students 

(List, 2007; Bardsley, 2008; Korenok et al., 2014) and a representative sample of Danish 

adults (Cappelen, et al., 2013).  In particular, contracting the feasible set to remove taking 

options causes both children and student subjects to provide higher payoffs to recipients 

and keep less for themselves.  Second, and most importantly, in our experiment such 

contraction causes subjects to keep more for themselves even when the contracted set 

contains the originally-chosen allocation, which is inconsistent with the contraction axiom 

and therefore at odds with extant rational choice theory.  Crucially, combined with previous 

results, our data suggest how rational choice theory can be extended to explain the overall 

behavioral patterns.    

This understanding leads to our third goal of the study—to develop an axiomatic 

foundation for other-regarding behavior that accounts for such factors and test its empirical 

validity with data from both our own experiment and previous work.4  Our theoretical 

development follows the approach in Cox and Sadiraj (2010) to extend choice theory to 

accommodate dictator game data that violates a central tenet of conventional theory – in 

this case, the contraction axiom (e.g., Sen, 1971).  The key component of our theory is the 

                                                 
2 For set-valued choice functions, rationality is equivalent to Sen’s (1971) properties α and β (see below).  

Property α is the contraction axiom.  
3 In this paper, we have elected to use “action set” to refer to actions of taking or giving whereas  

“opportunity set” denotes the conventional  set of feasible allocations, i.e.,  it is ordered pairs of dictator’s 

and recipient’s payoffs.  
4 See also experiments by Grossman and Eckel, 2015, Engel, 2011; Korenok et al., 2013; Korenok et al., 

2014; Zhang and Ortmann, 2014.  
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identification of moral reference points that are features of the environments, i.e., feasible 

sets and initial endowments. While moral cost models have been suggested in previous 

work (e.g., Levitt and List, 2007; DellaVigna et al., 2012; Kessler and Leider, 2012; Ferraro 

and Price, 2013; Krupka and Weber, 2013; Kimbrough and Vostroknutov, 2015), such 

models have been based upon direct assumptions regarding the form of utility functions 

(requiring strong regularity conditions on preferences that are not essential to choice 

rationality), and do not reconcile the key finding that our data are at odds with rational 

choice theory.  Importantly, we also show that our model is consistent with data reported 

in Korenok et al. (2014); even data that are at odds with their model. 

We view our study as fitting in nicely with the “theory speaking to experiment and 

experiment speaking to theory” research culture that has permeated experimental 

economics for decades.  While modern economies rely on sharing relationships, how such 

sharing patterns match the foundational assumptions of economics remains ill-understood.  

Beyond providing theoretical direction, our data highlight that young children’s choices 

vary with moral reference points, leading us to conclude that such motivations are innate, 

or formed early in life.  In this regard, beyond speaking to theorists, our work contributes 

to a growing body of literature investigating the economic decisions made by young 

children as a means to explore the developmental roots of social preferences (e.g., 

Harbaugh et al., 2003; Benenson et al., 2007; Fehr et al., 2008; List and Samek, 2013). Yet, 

our experiment extends this literature in a new direction in that we explore the importance 

of moral reference points on the choices of young children. 

The remainder of our paper is structured as follows.  Section 2 presents the design 

of our experiment and the procedures we used to conduct it with young children. Section 

3 discusses the implications of extant theory and develops our axiomatic theory 

incorporating moral reference points.  Section 4 presents our experimental results. Section 

5 presents implications of our theory for related experiments.  Section 6 concludes. 

 

2. Background, Design, and Protocol 

The first dictator game experiment in economics is Kahneman et al. (1986), who gave 

subjects a hypothetical choice of choosing an even split of $20 ($10 each) with an 

anonymous subject or an uneven split ($18, $2), favoring themselves.  Three-quarters of 

the subjects opted for the equal split.  The wheels were set in motion for three decades of 
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research examining sharing and allocation of surplus in the lab and field.  One stylized 

result that has emerged from the voluminous literature is that more than 60 percent of 

subjects pass a positive amount to their anonymous partners, and conditional on a positive 

transfer, roughly 20 percent of the endowment is passed.   

 Even though some scholars have argued that such giving patterns violate deeply 

held economic doctrines, it is important to recall that preference order axioms do not 

uniquely identify the commodity bundles. In a two-commodity case, my preferences may 

be defined over my hotdogs and my hamburgers. But the same formal theory of preferences 

can be applied to two commodities identified as my hamburgers and your hamburgers. 

Identification of the commodities in a bundle is an interpretation of the theory. In this way, 

neoclassical preference theory (Hicks, 1946; Samuelson, 1947) can be used for agents who 

are either self-regarding or other-regarding.  As such, strictly speaking, the received results 

of generous sharing in standard dictator games do not represent a rejection of neoclassical 

preference theory. Rather, they represent a rejection of a joint hypothesis: neoclassical 

preferences and the assumption that preferences are self-regarding.  

 More recently, List (2007) and Bardsley (2008), amongst others, have used 

laboratory dictator game experiments to explore how choices are influenced by introducing 

opportunities to take. This line of work presents a challenge for convex preference theory, 

as we explain. We use this literature as our starting point, and design treatments that pose 

a more fundamental challenge to choice rationality than heretofore explored. 

 

2.1 Experimental Design 

Following List (2007), our design begins by introducing an action set in which the dictator 

can either give to or take from the recipient’s initial endowment and compares outcomes 

in this augmented game to those observed in the standard dictator game in which the 

participant can only give to the recipient.  We extend this line of inquiry by considering 

treatments that vary the initial endowments but preserve the feasible set of final 

allocations.5 In doing so, we exogenously vary moral reference points, which allows us to 

identify the importance of such on observed choices.6  If the motivation behind choices is 

                                                 
5 These treatments build upon work by Korenok et al. (2014) and Grossman and Eckel (2015), who employ 

a variant of the dictator game to explore the effect of give or take actions on choices. 
6 Our approach to identifying the importance of moral reference points shares similarity with Krupka and 

Weber (2013) who test the importance of norms by comparing final allocations across a standard dictator 
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driven by final allocations only, variation in the initial endowments within a given feasible 

set should have no impact on observed dictator behavior. However, if one allows 

motivations to depend both on final allocations and reference points partly determined by 

initial allocations, such variation could influence observed behavior.    

In each treatment, we varied the amount of what we call the “fixed endowment” – 

an initial endowment to the dictator or recipient that cannot be reallocated by either party, 

and the amount of “variable endowment” – an initial endowment to the dictator or recipient 

that can be changed by the actions of the dictator. Varying the fixed endowment allows us 

to consider the impact of different initial allocations on choices, while varying the variable 

endowment allows us to consider the effect of changing the action set (of giving or taking).  

The various endowments used in the experiment are summarized in Table 1.  

TABLE 1 ABOUT HERE: SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENT 

Table 1 shows that we have 3 major treatment types:  denoted “Inequality,” 

“Equal,” and “Envy.”  The Inequality-Give treatment represents a typical dictator game: 

both the dictator and recipient have a fixed endowment of 4 units which corresponds to the 

“show-up fee” in comparable laboratory experiments.  In addition, the dictator is provided 

a variable endowment of 4 units and can choose to share all, some, or none of that amount 

with the recipient.  In the Inequality-Take treatment, the fixed endowment is the same as 

in the Inequality-Give treatment, but now the “property rights” for the variable endowment 

are assigned to the recipient rather than the dictator.  In the Inequality-Symmetric 

treatment, we expand the action set by allowing the dictator to either give any portion of 

her variable endowment (0 through 4) or take any portion (0 through 4) from the recipient’s 

variable endowment.  Across all treatments, we restrict the choices of the dictator such that 

only integer amounts can be shared.  

 The only difference between the Inequality treatments and the Equal and Envy 

treatments is that we vary the manner in which the fixed endowment is distributed across 

the dictator and the recipient.  Specifically, in the Equal treatment, we move 2 from the 

                                                 
game and what they call the Bully treatment where the initial endowment is split amongst the dictator and 

recipient and the dictator is allowed to either give to or take from the recipient.  Kimbrough and Vostroknutov 

(2015) use an alternative approach to identify the importance of norms on dictator behavior by eliciting 

individual-specific measures of norm-sensitivity and correlating this with observed allocations in the standard 

dictator game. 
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dictator’s fixed endowment into the recipient’s fixed endowment.  In the Envy treatment, 

we move 4 from the dictator’s fixed endowment into the recipient’s fixed endowment.   

In both the Inequality-Give and the Inequality-Symmetric treatments, the initial 

endowment of (8,4) favors the dictator and she is thus faced with an allocation decision 

over a budget set that crosses the 45 degree line, as in most standard dictator games: see 

Figure 1.  In the Equal-Give and Equal-Symmetric treatments, the initial endowment of 

(6,6) lies on the 45 degree line.  However, the treatments differ in that the feasible budget 

set for the Equal-Give treatment lies on and above the 45 degree line, whereas the feasible 

budget set for the Equal-Symmetric treatment crosses the 45 degree line.7  In the Envy-

Give and the Envy-Symmetric treatments, the initial endowment (4,8) lies strictly above 

the 45 degree line and favors the recipient.  Yet, these treatments differ as the feasible 

budget set for the Envy-Give treatment lies strictly above the 45 degree line, whereas the 

feasible budget set for the Envy-Symmetric treatment again crosses this line.8   

 

FIGURE 1 ABOUT HERE: FEASIBLE SETS 

2.2 Protocol 

The experiment was conducted at the Chicago Heights Early Childhood Center (CHECC) 

in the winter of 2013 (see Appendix B). Children were either brought in by parents at a 

designated time outside normal school hours, or participated during school hours by being 

taken out of class.  All children who participated were assigned the role of the dictator, 

while children whose parents did not bring them in for the study played the role of receivers 

and were sent their final payoff via the mail. 

Each child participated in only one session of the experiment, during which he/she 

was assigned to either the Inequality, Equal, or Envy treatment.  Preschool-age children 

(ages 3 to 4) are predominant in our sample and were randomly assigned to one of the three 

treatments with equal probability.  Kindergarten and 1st grade-age children (ages 5 to 7) 

were always assigned to the Inequality treatment.  We further randomized each child into 

                                                 
7 In this regard, our design shares a similarity with treatment 1 in Cox and Sadiraj (2012) which has dictators 

make allocations over a budget set that lies on and above the 45 degree line as a means to test a defining 

characteristic of models of inequality aversion. 
8 Note that “inequality,” “equality” and “envy” do not apply literally in the Take treatments, since in the Take 

treatments the initial endowment always favors the recipient as property rights to the variable endowment 

are assigned to the recipient.  Yet in all such cases, the budget set over which the dictator is selecting a final 

payoff is identical to that faced in the corresponding Give treatment.    
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one of the Give, Symmetric, or Take action sets.  After the first decision was paid out, 

children were surprised with two additional dictator games with the remaining two action 

sets (which were also paid out).  In the text of this paper, we report only between-subjects 

data from the first choice as it provides the closest link with our theory, which is a model 

of static choice. 9 

Following prior experiments with very young children (e.g., Li et al., 2013), we 

used stickers as the payoff medium. To further ensure saliency and dominance of payoffs, 

the child was first given an option to select one of two predetermined sticker sets as the 

payoff medium in each dictator game.10  In order to conduct the experiment with children, 

we designed specialized receptacles, as shown in Figure 2.  One receptacle belonged to the 

dictator and the other to the intended recipient.  In each treatment, both the dictator and 

recipient started out with a number of stickers that could not be moved (the fixed 

endowment).  These stickers were housed inside of clear boxes. The stickers available for 

distribution (the variable endowment) were displayed on plates that were on top of the clear 

boxes.  

 

FIGURE 2 ABOUT HERE: EXPERIMENT SETUP 

Children could move stickers from plate to plate until a satisfactory final payoff 

was reached.  Once the treatment was completed, the stickers remaining on each plate were 

moved into the corresponding boxes.  Instructions were read aloud by the experimenter to 

explain how these boxes and plates were to be used. The instructions also included 

questions to ensure that children understood the game (see Appendix C).  

Children received a small toy at the end of the experiment as a “show up fee.” The 

toy was pre-announced in the recruitment letter, but experimenters did not remind children 

of the toy prior to the start of the experiment.  Parents who brought children to the session 

received $10 for their time and an additional $5 for completing a short survey while they 

waited.  Each session lasted approximately 10-12 minutes. 

 

 

                                                 
9 Appendix D reports analysis using data from all three choices. Signs of the estimates of the variables of 

interest (i.e., MMA predictions) are consistent with the ones reported in the text of the paper (that includes 

only the first task decisions) but the p-values are smaller.  
10 Available sticker types were star or mustache, underwater or space, and cat or dog, respectively, in the 

first, second, and third dictator games. 
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3. Theory Development 

3.1 Background 

Figure 1 provides a graphical representation of the feasible sets faced by subjects in our 

dictator games.  Giving and Taking action sets provide feasible sets of ordered pairs of 

integral payoffs contained in [Aj, Bj], where j = Q, I, and E for the Equal, Inequality, and 

Envy treatments portrayed by the solid line segments shown in Figure 1. Symmetric action 

sets provide feasible sets contained in [Aj, Cj], portrayed by the longer line segments (with 

solid and dashed sub-segments) in Figure 1.11  

In a Take scenario, the initial endowment is at the northernmost point Aj in the 

(solid-line) set [Aj, Bj], whereas in a Give scenario the initial endowment is at the 

southernmost point Bj in this set.  This design choice permits us to test for effects of Give 

versus Take action sets on final allocations.  In the symmetric treatments, the initial 

allocations are at Bj, and allow the dictator to select an ordered pair of integral payoffs 

within [Aj, Cj].   

Self-regarding (or homo economicus) preferences imply the choice of Bj from [Aj, 

Bj] and of Cj from [Aj, Cj].  Models of other-regarding preferences predict choices that may 

differ from Bj in set [Aj, Bj] and may differ from Cj in set [Aj, Cj].  For strictly convex 

preferences, one can make additional statements.12  When a most preferred allocation 
*

jQ  

in feasible set [Aj, Cj] does not belong to the subset [Aj, Bj], then strict convexity requires 

Bj to be the unique most preferred allocation when the budget set is [Aj, Bj].
13   The 

statements in this paragraph apply to neoclassical theory of other-regarding preferences 

(Cox and Sadiraj, 2007) and to popular models of social preferences (e.g., Fehr and 

Schmidt, 1999; Bolton and Ockenfels, 2000; Charness and Rabin, 2002), but not to some 

models of warm glow preferences, such as Korenok et al. (2013). 

                                                 
11 We take some license in representing feasible choice sets in Figure 1 as a continuum. However, 

following Samuelson (1938), our approach is based on observed choices. Hence throughout this paper we 

will work with finite sets.  
12 Strict convexity of preferences defined on a discrete choice set implies that the most preferred set is 

either a singleton or a set that contains two adjacent feasible points.   
13 For any given feasible allocation, X from [Aj, Bj],  Bj is a convex combination of X and 

*

jQ  (that belongs 

to (Bj, Cj]). Since  
*

jQ  is revealed preferred to X in [Aj, Cj], by strict convexity Bj is strictly preferred to X. 
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 Convexity and rationality, however, are different concepts; rationality requires only 

that observed choices satisfy certain consistency axioms (see Samuelson, 1938; Chernoff, 

1954, Arrow, 1959; Sen, 1971, 1986) as follows.  If we let  denote the choice set (i.e., 

the set of most-preferred points) when the opportunity set is F and   be the choice set 

when the opportunity set is G then the Chernoff (1954) contraction axiom (also known as 

Property α from Sen 1971) states: 

Property α:  if   then   

In other words, a most-preferred allocation  from feasible set  remains a most-

preferred allocation in any contraction  of the set  that contains the allocation .   

For non-singleton choice sets, a second consistency condition is Sen’s (1971) 

Property β, which in our notation can be written as: 

Property β:  if  and  then  

In other words, if the most-preferred set  for feasible set  contains at least one most-

preferred point from the contraction set  then it contains all of the most-preferred points 

of the contraction set.  

For finite sets, Properties α and β are necessary and sufficient conditions for a 

choice function to be rationalizable by a weak order (Sen, 1971).14  In case of single-valued 

choice functions, Property β is automatically satisfied.  So we focus on the contraction 

axiom implications which (for singleton choice sets) in our dictator game experiment are 

as follows: 

Give versus Take Action Set Prediction: If allocation 
*

jP  is chosen from the 

feasible set [Aj, Bj] when the action set is Take and the endowment is at Aj, then 
*

jP

is also chosen when the action set is Give and the endowment is at Bj. 

Symmetric versus Give or Take Action Set Prediction: If allocation 
*

jQ , chosen 

from the feasible set [Aj, Cj], belongs to the subset [Aj, Bj], then 
*

jQ  is also chosen 

when the feasible set is [Aj, Bj]. 

                                                 
14 A weak order is complete and transitive.  

*F

*G

G F F G G  

* *f F F

G F
*f

G F G F   G F 

*F F

G
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A behavioral interpretation of the second prediction is straightforward.  Choice of 

*

jQ  belonging to [Aj, Bj] when the feasible set is [Aj, Cj] reveals that allocations in (Bj, Cj] 

are less preferred alternatives than 
*

jQ ; therefore excluding them from the feasible set 

should not affect choice. The contraction property has no implication for choice from 

feasible set [Aj, Bj] if the choice from [Aj, Cj] is contained in (Bj, Cj] – a distinction that 

has been overlooked in the prior literature.  Strictly convex preferences, however, imply 

that if the chosen point from set [Aj, Cj] is contained in (Bj, Cj] then the chosen point from 

set [Aj, Bj] is Bj. Data from many dictator game experiments with giving and taking refute 

strict convexity but not choice rationality. For example, consider Figure 3, which shows 

data from List (2007).15  Previous discussions of these data have focused on comparing the 

29% of choices of 0 in the Baseline treatment with the 65% of the choices of -1 or 0 in the 

Take 1 treatment.  An implication of strict convexity is that these figures should be 

(statistically) the same – a pattern that is clearly refuted by the data.16 However, convexity 

is not a necessary condition for choice rationality, so comparison of these 29% and 65% 

figures does not allow the researcher to draw conclusions about choice rationality. An 

illustration of choices for non-convex preferences is shown in Figure 4. A dictator with 

such preferences would choose x from the set [A, C] but switch to y (rather than B) when 

he faces subset [A, B].  

 

FIGURE 3 ABOUT HERE: HISTOGRAMS FOR LIST AND BARDSLEY DATA 

FIGURE 4 ABOUT HERE: EXAMPLE OF CHOICE WITH NON-CONVEX 

PREFERENCES 

The feasible set for the Baseline treatment in List (2007) is a contraction of the set 

for the Take 1 treatment.  Therefore, by the contraction axiom, anyone choosing an amount 

from 0 to 5 in the Take 1 treatment should make the same choice in the Baseline treatment.  

In contrast to the special case of convex preferences, rational choice theory offers no 

suggestions for the Baseline treatment if one is observed to choose -1 in the Take 1 

                                                 
15 The data for List (2007) are from the JPE online appendix.    
16 The initial endowments are the same in these two treatments hence we can discuss implications of 

convex preference theory for either payoffs or transfers.   
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treatment.  

The preceding two inferences of rational choice theory together require that each 

of the bars portraying fractions of choices of 0 to 5 in the Baseline treatment should not be 

shorter than the corresponding bar for choices in the Take 1 treatment.  With the exception 

of the bar at 1.5 (corresponding to two observations in the Take 1 treatment), the List (2007) 

data are consistent with rational choice theory. Similarly, data shown in Figures 3 from 

experiments 1 and 2 conducted by Bardsley (2008) are inconsistent with convex 

preferences but are mostly consistent with rational choice theory.17
 

As we shall explain in Section 4, data from some of the treatments in our experiment 

are inconsistent with rational choice theory, which prompts interest in modification of the 

theory.  We next turn our attention to that topic to provide theoretical content to our 

experimental design and to aid in the interpretation of the data in the empirical results 

discussion that will follow.   

 

3.2 Theory of Moral Reference Points 

A framework that has been used to describe giving, taking, and related behaviors builds 

upon the notion of moral cost (Levitt and List, 2007; List, 2007; Lazear et al., 2012; 

DellaVigna et al., 2012) or concern for norm compliance (Kessler and Leider, 2012; 

Krupka and Weber, 2013; Kimbrough and Vostroknutov, 2015).   Using this framework, 

individuals are said to share with others to avoid experiencing moral cost from failing to 

do so or from taking actions that are deemed socially inappropriate.  As in Levitt and List 

(2007), moral cost may be context dependent and vary with features of the choice 

problem.18  One can easily envision situations in which individuals feel guilty if they select 

actions that are perceived as selfish.  But what is deemed selfish may depend on the feasible 

action set and perceived property rights as inferred through endowment.  

Consider, for example, the feasible sets in the middle (Inequality) graph in Figure 

                                                 
17 Data for Bardsley’s Experiment 1 are 100% consistent with rational choice theory.  The bar at 1.5 (2 

observations) is the only inconsistency with rational choice theory in Experiment 2 data.  Experiment 3 data 

can be used only to test the special case of convex preferences because the intersection set of the two 

treatments’ feasible sets is a singleton.  
18 Our approach to modeling “moral costs” shares similarity with the revealed altruism model (Cox et al., 

2008) whereby feelings of reciprocity and the extent to which an agent feels compelled to act upon them 

depend upon characteristics of the choice problem.  Context dependency is ideal to be studied in a 

laboratory experiment as the experimenter can control the environment directly and superimpose conditions 

necessary to test the theory fluidly. 
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1.  The lowest feasible payoff for the recipient is 4 in [AI, BI], and 0 in [AI, CI].  Providing 

the recipient with payoff of 4 may inflict higher moral cost when the lowest feasible payoff 

for the recipient is 4 as in the opportunity set[AI, BI] than when the opportunity set is [AI, 

CI], although the final allocation is identical in the two scenarios.  Or consider, for example, 

the feasible set [AI, BI] in the middle graph in Figure 1 and the feasible set [AE, CE] in the 

right graph in Figure 1.  The largest feasible payoff for the recipient is 8 in [AI, BI] and 12 

in [AE, CE]. Providing the recipient with a payoff of 6 may inflict higher moral cost when 

the opportunity set is [AE, CE] than when the opportunity set is [AI, BI], although the final 

allocation is identical in the two scenarios.   

 Previous models of moral cost make direct assumptions about the arguments of 

utility functions.  We take an alternate approach and offer an axiomatic model that follows 

the approach used in Cox and Sadiraj (2010). The idea is to require that choices from 

feasible sets that preserve moral reference points (defined below) satisfy the contraction 

axiom and to present a concept of moral reference points that are determined by feasible 

sets. Throughout our discussion, we use dictator games as an example to illustrate concepts, 

but the model has general applicability.   

Let  denote (an ordered pair of) payoffs in which my payoff ( ) is that of 

the dictator and your payoff ( )y  is that of the recipient.  Let the dictator’s opportunity set 

be a compact set .F   Let and  be the maximum feasible payoffs for the dictator and 

the other player, that is  

 and . 

We assume that moral costs are positively correlated with the externality imposed by 

dictator’s choice.  Specifically, we assume an agent’s moral reference point is a function 

of the minimal expectations point, M, defined by:  

  ( ) sup{ : ( , ( ) }om F m m y F F    and ( ) sup{ : ( ( ), }oy F y m F y F   . 

Moral cost feelings may also depend on the strength of perceived ownership 

feelings of endowments.  To account for this, we propose as a moral reference point an 

ordered pair that agrees with the minimal expectations point on the second (recipient’s) 

payoff dimension and is a convex combination of the minimal expectations point and the 

( , )m y m

om oy

( ) sup{ | ( , ) }om F m m y F  ( ) sup{ | ( , ) }oy F y m y F 
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initial endowment me  on the first (dictator’s) payoff dimension.  For dictator game feasible 

sets we consider, the moral reference points are given by:19 

 
1 1
2 2

( ( ) ), ( ))r

mf m F e y F  
 
 

Moral reference point together with the Moral Monotonicity Axiom described below, have 

testable implications for dictator game experiments with contractions of feasible sets or 

with give or take action sets.   

An illustration of moral reference points is provided here for the Give, Take, and 

Symmetric action sets and Equal, Inequality, and Envy endowment treatments shown in 

Figure 1. With such downward-sloping budget lines, a moral reference point can be located 

by: (a) first, finding the minimal expectations point, M, by constructing a right triangle 

with the hypotenuse being the budget line and the vertical and horizontal sides below and 

to the left of the budget line; and (b) second, finding the projection of the midpoint of the 

line segment joining M and the endowment point on the line segment joining M and the 

most selfish point.  

The moral reference points for our various treatments are provided in the final 

column of Table 1.  With the Symmetric action set, for example, the moral reference points 

are, respectively, (4,2), (6,0), and (2,4) in the Equal, Inequality, and Envy treatments.  With 

the Give and Take action sets, the moral reference points are respectively, (4,6) and (2,6) 

in the Equal treatment, (6,4) and (4,4) in the Inequality treatment, and finally (2,8) and 

(0,8) in the Envy treatment.  

We use action sets shown in Figure 1 to illustrate a behavioral interpretation of 

moral reference points.  The most selfish feasible choice of a dictator in the Symmetric 

action set for the Inequality treatment, with moral reference point (6,0), is to take all of the 

recipient’s variable endowment and leave her with payoff of 0.  Any choice that gives the 

recipient a positive payoff has lower moral cost than giving her zero payoff.  Providing the 

recipient with payoff of 4, at point  in the middle graph in Figure 1, is a generous action 

when compared to leaving her with 0.  In contrast, the dictator’s most selfish feasible action 

                                                 
19 A less specific definition of the moral reference point is ( ( ) (1 ) ), ( ))r

mf m F e y F    
 
where q  is 

between 0 and 1. Any value of (0,1)  could be used to rationalize all of the contraction and action set 

effects we discuss in this paper.
 

IB
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in the Give action set in the Inequality treatment, with moral reference point (6,4), is to 

give the recipient nothing and provide her with a payoff of 4. Choosing payoff of 4 for the 

recipient (and 8 for the dictator) in the Symmetric action set has lower moral cost than 

choosing 4 in the Give action set which, in turn, has a larger moral cost than choosing 4 in 

the Take action set in which the moral reference point is (4,4).  

It seems natural to assume that dictators’ choices that are characterized by moral 

cost concerns satisfy a monotonicity criterion for moral reference points.  We now state an 

axiom that does this.  Using the notation above, let 
*F  be the choice set for feasible set F  

(and similarly for *G  and G ).  Let ( ,r r

i ig g
) and ( ,r r

i if f ) be the moral reference points 

for feasible sets G  and F , and let R be the notation for “not smaller” or “not larger.”  For 

every agent i  one has: 

Moral Monotonicity Axiom (MMA):  

If ,  and r r r r

i i i ig R f g f   then * * * * * *,i if F G g R f g G      

 

In words MMA says the following. Suppose that G is a subset of F that contains 

some choice, f* from F. Suppose also that the moral reference points of F and G differ 

from each other only with respect to the value of dimension i. Then if the moral reference 

point in G is more favorable to individual i then no choice from G allocates him less than 

f*. Similarly, if the moral reference point in G is less favorable to individual i then no 

choice from G allocates him more than f*.  

Next consider the implications of MMA for contractions of some set F that preserve 

moral reference points and intersect with the choice set of F.  We show that for such subsets 

MMA implies that the choice set is a singleton and that conventional axioms of rationality 

(Sen’s 1971 properties   and  ) are satisfied. Modified forms of Sen’s axioms for sets 

that preserve the moral reference point are as follows.  

Property M : if  and 
r rg f   then 

* *.F G G     

Property βM :  if and 
r rg f  then  implies  

We are ready now to state implications of MMA for choices. 

 

Proposition 1: MMA implies Properties M  and M  

G F

G F

G F G F   G F 
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Proof. See Appendix A. 

 

Thus, for opportunity sets that preserve moral reference points MMA suffices for choices 

to pass both axioms of rationality.  

 

3.3 Testable Implications of MMA vs. Standard Contraction Axiom  

MMA has many testable implications for the action sets and endowment treatments in our 

experiment.20  We first look at Take versus Give action sets within each individual (Envy, 

Equal, or Inequality) endowment treatment. In the Inequality treatment, the moral reference 

point is (4, 4) in the Take action set but (6, 4) in the Give action set.  Therefore, MMA 

implies that the choice in Take is northwest of the choice in Give, which means the dictator 

allocates a larger payoff to the recipient in Take than in Give.  This contrasts with the 

implication of conventional rational choice theory that the Give and Take action sets have 

the same choice set.  The same type of argument can be used to show that, in the Envy and 

Equal endowment treatments, MMA implies a larger allocation to the recipient in the Take 

than in the Give action set whereas conventional theory implies identical allocations in 

Give and Take.    

Next consider predictions for cases in which the contraction set is a proper subset 

of another feasible set.  We begin with the Envy treatment that provides four direct tests, 

follow up with a discussion of the Equal treatment that permits two direct tests, and finish 

with the Inequality treatment that offers only one direct test. As the Envy-Symmetric 

treatment provides the richest setting we will provide a figure for budget sets involved in 

the discussion to make the reading of the following paragraph easier. 

Recall that the feasible set, [AE,CE] in the Envy-Symmetric design contains 

allocations that range from a high payoff of 8 to a low payoff of 0 for the dictator (see 

Figure 1), with the initial allocation being (4,8).  One can easily verify (see Figure 5) that 

sets [AE,BE] (dashed light blue segment in Figure 5) in the Envy treatment, [AQ,BQ] (dashed 

red segment in Figure 5) in the Equal treatment, and [AI,BI] (dashed-dot black segment in 

Figure 5) in the Inequality treatment are all proper subsets of [AE,CE] (solid line in Figure 

5).  The standard contraction axiom requires dictator’s choice in [AE,CE] to be preserved 

                                                 
20  In developing the implications of MMA for dictator games, we assume that a dictator prefers higher to 

lower own money payoff, ceteris paribus.     
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when the dictator’s feasible set contracts to sets that contain that choice.  Note, however, 

that with respect to the moral reference point, fS
E=(2,4) for Envy-Symmetric, the moral 

reference points of contractions are monotonically ordered (in a way that makes possible a 

direct application of MMA) for the following cases:  Equal-Take with ft
Q= (2,6), Envy-

Give with fg
E= (2,8), Inequality-Take with ft

I= (4,4) and Inequality-Give with fg
I =(6,4).  

MMA requires that dictators’ choices in the Envy-Symmetric set, [AE,CE] that belong to 

the subset: (i) [AQ, BQ] move northwest when the feasible set is the one in Equal-Take; (ii) 

[AE, BE] move northwest when the feasible set is the one in Envy-Give, and (iii) [AI, BI] 

move southeast when the feasible sets are the ones in Inequality-Take and Inequality-Give.  

 

FIGURE 5 ABOUT HERE: REFERENCE POINTS FOR CONTRACTION SETS 
 

Next, in the Equal-Symmetric treatments the feasible set contains allocations 

between (10,2) and (2,10) (see [AQ,CQ] in Figure 1) with (6,6) as the initial allocation.  

Available contractions in our experiments are sets [AQ, BQ] in the Equal treatment and 

[AI,BI] in the Inequality treatment.  The standard contraction axiom requires dictator’s 

choices in [AQ, CQ] to not be affected when the dictator’s feasible set contracts to subsets 

that contain it.  Note that the moral reference point is (4,2) for Equal-Symmetric whereas 

moral reference points of contractions are (4,6) for Equal-Give and (4,4) for Inequality-

Take.  MMA then requires that dictators’ choices in the Equal-Symmetric set, [AQ,CQ] that 

belong to the subset: (i) [AQ, BQ] move northwest when the dictator faces Equal-Take, and 

(ii) [AI, BI] move northwest in Inequality-Take.  

Finally, in the Inequality-Symmetric treatment with feasible set [AI,CI] (see Figure 

1) the only available contraction in our experiment is the set [AI, BI] in the same treatment.  

The standard contraction axiom requires dictator’s choices from the Symmetric [AI,CI], 

contained in [AI, BI], be preserved when the dictator encounters Inequality-Give action set 

whereas MMA predicts a northwest move as the moral reference points are (6,4) in the 

latter and (6,0) in the former.  With these predictions in mind, we turn to the experimental 

results. 
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4. Experimental Results 

4.1 Overview 

329 children participated in our experiment.  The average age of our subjects was 5, with 

the majority of children below the age of 5 (183); the minimum age was 3.5 and maximum 

age was 7.4 years old.  In our sample, we have 50% males, 44% Hispanic, 42% African-

American, and 12% Caucasian.  We do not have a race on file for the remaining 2% of 

subjects.  Treatments are balanced on demographics, with the exception of the Inequality 

treatment, which is unbalanced on age by design, as aforementioned.21 

Table 2 provides key summary statistics for our experiment – average transfer 

amounts and final payoffs that dictators chose in each treatment.  Figure 6 summarizes the 

disaggregated data by providing histograms of total payoff to the dictator by treatment and 

action set.  Combined, Table 2 and Figure 6 give rise to several important observations.  

First, in each setting (Inequality, Equal, Envy) the final dictator own-payoff in the Give 

action set is never smaller than that observed in the Take action set. Second, in each setting 

the dictator own payoff in the Symmetric action set is always larger than that observed in 

the Give action set.  Finally, children respond to player favoritism of fixed endowment – 

transfers as a function of the variable endowment are greatest under the Inequality 

treatment and lowest in the Envy treatment.  

 

TABLE 2 ABOUT HERE: SUMMARY STATISTICS 

FIGURE 6 ABOUT HERE: HISTOGRAMS FOR DICTATOR PAYOFFS 

 

4.2 Effects of Give vs. Take Action Sets 

We now turn to testing how well the empirical data support the Moral Monotonicity 

Axiom.  As we explain in Section 3, data reported in List (2007) and Bardsley (2008) are 

at odds with convex preferences.  However, as the “Give” and “Give or Take” treatments 

in these papers change the action set in a way that does not preserve the opportunity set, 

                                                 
21 Conducting regressions (that include experimenter fixed effects) of all treatment dummies with either 

gender or race (separately for African-American, Hispanic, or White) does not yield any significant 

coefficients.  Conducting similar regressions with age at time of the test as the dependent variable for each 

treatment Inequality, Equal, or Envy, does not yield significant differences by action set. 
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one cannot ascertain whether differences in choices across treatments reflect a violation of 

rationality (contraction axiom).   

Our experimental treatments are carefully designed to permit an exploration of this 

basic tenet, and to parse the importance of Give vs. Take actions.  Specifically, in an 

important departure from the designs implemented in List and Bardsley, which change both 

feasible sets and action sets, our experiment preserves the feasible set but allows both 

giving and taking. We show that this departure is fundamental in providing a test of the 

contraction axiom.   

Standard rational choice theory implies that choices in opportunity sets [Aj,Bj] are 

invariant to the Give and Take action set designs.  In contrast, MMA implies that dictator’s 

own-payoff cannot be lower in the Give action set than in the Take action set.  Inspection 

of Figure 6 suggests that the data are skewed in a direction consistent with MMA in two 

out of our three treatments, the Equal and Envy treatments. In the Equal setting, we observe 

a higher mode in the Give (mode=6) than the Take (mode=4) action set.  In the Envy 

treatment, the modal choice is the same in Give and Take (4), but it attracts 70% of the 

choices in the Give action set versus less than 45% in the Take action set.  Examining the 

final payoffs column in Table 2, we see that, on average, dictators’ payoffs are 0.50 larger 

in the Give setting than in the Take setting.  

To further explore if the Give versus Take action sets affect final allocations, we 

run hurdle regression models, since the dependent variable, dictator’s payoff, is bounded 

by the design of the experiment (Cragg, 1971).22  The list of regressors includes dummies 

for the Give action set and experimenter fixed effects.  In all models, we exclude data on 

payoffs for choices made under the Symmetric action set.   

Table 3 reports conditional marginal effects for the Give action set on the dictator’s 

final payoffs.  As can be noted from the table, average payoffs for a dictator assigned to 

the Give only action set are approximately 0.40  greater (p-value = 0.064) in the Inequality 

treatment, 0.25 greater (p-value = 0.450) in the Equal treatment, and 1.17 greater (p-value 

= 0.010) in the Envy treatment.  Hence, we find evidence that the assignment of 

                                                 
22 The use of the hurdle model to test the predictions of our theory is appealing as it does not rely upon the 

assumption of a data generating process akin to that which would be observed under a model of convex 

preferences as would be the case if we used alternative models such as the Tobit. 
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endowments and the corresponding (Give versus Take) action set affects choices and the 

resulting distribution of final payoffs. This provides our first result. 

Result 1: Effects on choices from within-treatment changes from Give to Take action sets 

are (weakly) inconsistent with conventional rational choice theory but consistent with our 

model based on MMA 

.  

TABLE 3 ABOUT HERE: TESTING GIVE VERSUS TAKE ACTION SETS 

 

4.3 Effects of Contractions of Feasible Sets 

We next report results from a test that discriminates between the implications of the 

contraction axiom of conventional choice theory and the implications for contraction under 

the Moral Monotonicity Axiom (MMA).  As discussed in Section 3, the contraction axiom 

for conventional theory requires preservation of choices from the set [Aj,Cj] that belong to 

the subset [Aj,Bj] when the opportunity set is the latter. In contrast, rather than preservation, 

MMA requires higher generosity in Give and even higher generosity in Take.   

 To test our theoretical predictions, we use data from the Give and Take action sets 

and examine the choices for each feasible action in the set [Aj,Bj] across our Symmetric 

and Give or Take data.  To test the significance of these differences, we utilize a hurdle 

model using all choices from Give and Take action sets and only data from the Symmetric 

action set that belong to [Aj,Bj].  

Table 4 reports conditional mean estimates of action set on dictators’ final 

payoffs.23  Data from the Inequality treatment reveal a negative effect (consistent with 

MMA) of Give and Take action sets on dictator’s payoff:  0.93 lower (p-value = 0.00) for 

Give and 1.29 lower (p-value = 0.00) for Take.  Data from our Equal and Envy treatments 

tell the exact same story.  Five of the negative coefficients are significant at the p < .01 

                                                 
23 An alternative way to test for inconsistencies with the conventional contraction axiom is to compare the 

frequency of choices at each point in the range [Aj, Bj] across the Give, Take and Symmetric versions of 

each game.  Recall that under the contraction axiom, the frequency of choice at any point in this range in 

the Symmetric version of the game cannot be greater than that observed in the Give or Take version.  

Results from these tests are consonant with those obtained under the Hurdle model and show that observed 

data is at odds with the contraction axiom – e.g., the frequency of choices that leave the dictator with 8 

stickers in the Inequality treatments is significantly greater under the Symmetric action set than under either 

the Give or Take action sets.    
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level; only one coefficient is not significantly different from 0. These estimates provide a 

second result: 

Result 2: Effects on choices from within-treatment contractions of feasible sets are 

consistent with MMA.  

TABLE 4 ABOUT HERE: TESTS SUPPORTING RESULT 2 

 

 MMA also has key testable implications across our experimental treatments.  Given 

the design of our treatments, we can use MMA to generate specific predictions of 

differences in choices that follow from the locations of the moral reference points, as 

illustrated in Figure 5.  The conventional contraction axiom requires that the conditional 

mean estimates of action sets on dictator’s payoff are statistically indistinguishable from 0.  

MMA, in contrast, has two key types of predictions.  First, it predicts positive estimates in 

the case of contraction of the feasible set in Symmetric Envy [AE,CE] to the feasible sets in 

Inequality Take and even larger in Inequality Give action set [AI,BI].  Second, it predicts a 

negative estimate in the case of contraction of the feasible set in Symmetric Equal [AQ,CQ] 

to the feasible set for Inequality Take [AI,BI].   

 

TABLE 5 ABOUT HERE: TESTS SUPPORTING RESULT 3 

 

Table 5 reports between-treatment comparisons of contraction. The bottom row of 

Table 5 reports means for predictions based on the moral reference points shown in Figure 

5.  All comparisons of means are in the direction predicted by MMA.  More specifically, 

conditional mean estimates reported in Table 5 are consistent with MMA predictions for 

the Envy-Symmetric contractions at the p < .01 level. The signs of the estimates are in the 

right direction for Inequality-Take contraction of Symmetric-Equal but the estimates are 

not different from 0 at conventional levels of significance. This provides our next result.  

Result 3:  Between-treatment contractions of feasible sets produce effects on choices that 

are consistent with MMA.  

In summary, our data provide empirical support for MMA. In contrast, the data call into 

question the standard model of rational choice and models of social preferences that assume 

convex preferences to describe behavior in sharing games.  
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5.  Broader Implications of MMA 
 

To formalize the ways in which moral reference points may influence decision-making in 

dictator games, we have introduced the Moral Monotonicity Axiom (MMA) and applied it 

to analyze data from our experiment.  Yet, MMA has broader implications for choice in a 

range of related experiments including standard (give-only) dictator games (Andreoni and 

Miller, 2002) and other dictator games that compare the effect of give versus take actions 

on choices (Korenok et al., 2014). 

As previously mentioned, in a seminal study Andreoni and Miller (2002) conducted 

dictator game experiments that vary underlying budget sets and apply the generalized 

axiom of revealed preference (GARP) to analyze the consistency of choices in their setting.  

Figure 7 illustrates two budget sets like those that the dictator can face in the Andreoni and 

Miller design.  Let point a denote the endowment on the steeper line and point b denote the 

endowment on the flatter line. Further, consider the shaded quadrilateral that is the 

intersection of sets bounded by the steeper and flatter budget lines.  Viewed through the 

lens of MMA, the shaded quadrilateral set can be considered a feasible set with endowment 

at point a.  The minimal expectations point is the origin (0,0) for all three feasible sets.  

Therefore, the moral reference points for the three feasible sets are on the horizontal axis, 

halfway between 0 and the respective endowment points.  The moral reference point bf  

for the budget set represented by the flatter budget line is more favorable to the dictator 

than the moral reference point af  for the set represented by the steeper budget line. 

 

FIGURE 7 ABOUT HERE: MMA AND WARP 

 

Now consider two choices A and B from the original sets that violate the weak 

axiom of revealed preference (WARP).  Suppose that the dictator chooses A on the steeper 

budget line.  Then MMA (see Proposition 1) requires that A also be chosen from the 

quadrilateral set because it is a contraction of the feasible set represented by the steeper 

line that preserves the moral reference point.  Suppose that B is chosen from the lower flat 

triangle.  MMA requires that the choice in the quadrilateral (which is also a contraction of 

the lower flat triangle) allocates to the dictator less than B does, because 
af  is to the left 

of .bf   But this contradicts the choice of A from the quadrilateral set. Thus, any pair of 
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choices of type A and B violate MMA, i.e., the implication of MMA for such budget sets 

is the same as the implication of WARP.  Importantly, this implies that a researcher need 

not appeal to different theoretical models to rationalize data from the Andreoni and Miller 

(2002) experiment and the experiment reported herein. Our theory based on MMA can 

rationalize data from both experiments.  

In a related vein, Korenok et al. (2014) report a dictator game experiment to test 

the theoretical model of warm glow developed by Korenok et al. (2013).  In particular, they 

explore the effects of changing endowments and framing actions as giving to or taking 

from the recipient. Korenok et al. (2014) explain that data from their experiment is 

inconsistent with the predictions of their theory, which, in this instance, are the same as the 

predictions of the conventional rational choice model.  

Yet, their exhibited data patterns are consonant with our theory of moral costs.24  

Figure 8 illustrates five different scenarios in the Korenok et al. (2014) experiment.  In all 

five scenarios, the feasible set is the same set of discrete points on the budget line shown 

in Figure 8.  What varies across scenarios is the initial (endowed) allocation of $20 between 

the dictator and the recipient.  We represent these scenarios using the numbered points on 

the budget line in Figure 8.  For example, in scenario 1, the dictator is endowed with $20 

and the recipient with $0.  In scenario 9, the recipient is endowed with $20 and the dictator 

with $0.  Other endowments used in the experiment are shown at points 3, 6, and 8 on the 

budget line in Figure 8.  

 

FIGURE 8 ABOUT HERE: ENDOWMENTS & MORAL REFERENCE POINTS 

 

The Korenok et al. (2013) theory and conventional rational choice theory both 

imply that choices will be invariant to changes in the endowments in the experiment.  In 

contrast, our theory implies that choices will monotonically track changes in the underlying 

endowment points.  To see this, note that the minimal expectations point is the origin (0,0) 

in all of the scenarios.  Hence, the corresponding moral reference points for all scenarios 

                                                 
24  Although we use the Korenok et al. (2014) data to explore implications of alternative theories, caution is 

called for in basing conclusions on those data because the payoff protocol used in the experiment is not 

incentive compatible. Their experiment involves role reversal in which each subject plays both dictator and 

recipient and is paid for both decisions. This payoff protocol might create an incentive for strategic 

behavior, not an incentive for truthful reporting of distributional preferences.  Korenok et al. (2013), aware 

of this issue, report that this payoff protocol did not introduce significant bias in their experiment. Incentive 

compatibility of alternative payoff protocols is examined at length in Cox et al. (2015).  
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are on the horizontal axis, halfway between 0 and the dictator’s endowments for each of 

the respective scenarios.  We have illustrated the various moral reference points in Figure 

8 as 
jf , for scenarios j = 1, 3, 6, 8, 9.  MMA implies that choices monotonically move 

northwest as the endowment moves northwest along the budget line.  

Let S1 ($4.05) denote the average payoff of $4.05 to the recipient in scenario 1. 

Using this same convention to reflect payoffs in the remaining scenarios, we have that the 

average recipient payoffs for the five scenarios are: S1 ($4.05), S3 ($5.01), S6 ($5.61), S8 

($6.59), and S9 ($6.31). The fact that average payoffs differ across endowments is 

inconsistent with predictions from the Korenok et al. (2013) theory and conventional 

rational choice theory.  Importantly, however, the observed changes are as predicted by our 

theory except for the decrease from $6.59 to $6.31 between scenario 8 and scenario 9 – a 

difference that Korenok et al. report to be statistically insignificant at conventional levels. 

Finally, MMA predicts both dictator game choices and social norms elicited by 

Krupka and Weber (2013). In their experiment the moral reference point is (5, 0) in the 

standard dictator game and (2.5, 0) in the bully dictator game. Hence, MMA requires 

choices in the bully treatment to be drawn from a distribution that is less favorable to the 

dictator than the distribution of choices in the standard game. Therefore, we expect a higher 

amount allocated to the recipient and a positive estimate of the bully treatment in an ordered 

logistic regression. The reported mean amounts allocated to the recipients are $2.46 

(standard) and $3.11 (bully) and the coefficient estimate for the bully treatment is 

significantly positive (see their Table 2).25  Because the minimal expectations point in both 

their standard and bully dictator games is the natural origin, the only way in which a moral 

reference point varies is with the change in endowments from (10,0)  to (5,5). In contrast 

within each of our three treatments, we hold the endowment constant but vary the minimal 

expectations point. Results reported in Table 4 (Give Action set row) clearly show the 

significant effects on choices of changing the moral reference point while holding the 

endowment constant. 

 

 

                                                 
25 Distributions of elicited norms reported in Krupka and Weber’s Table 1 are also consistent with MMA. A 

paired t-test of the two distributions rejects the null hypothesis of no effect (standard contraction axiom) in 

favor of the MMA-consistent alternative hypothesis (of approval of higher allocations to recipients): t=5.34, 

one-sided p=0.0002, N=11).    
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6.  Concluding Remarks 

When faced with the opportunity to share resources with a complete stranger, when and 

why do we give?  The dictator game has emerged as a key data generator to provide 

researchers with a simple approach for eliciting other-regarding preferences in a controlled 

setting.  The game has worked well in the sense that we now understand giving behaviors 

at a much deeper level.  What has been less well explored is whether received choices 

violate the basic foundations of economic theory.  

Recent dictator game experiments reveal that choices of subjects in specific pairs 

of dictator games are inconsistent with convex preference theory (List, 2007; Bardsley, 

2008; Cappelen et al., 2013).  But the designs of these experiments do not provide an 

empirical challenge to rational choice theory.  We take this next step by designing an 

experiment that generates data to test the empirical implications of the contraction axiom 

that is central to the theory.  We find data that are inconsistent with extant rational choice 

theory.  Fortunately, our experimental design and data suggest why, and how, rational 

choice theory needs to be extended to maintain consistency with our data patterns.  

In this spirit, we propose moral reference points as features of feasible sets and a 

moral monotonicity axiom (MMA). An implication of MMA is preservation of the 

contraction property of rational choice theory for feasible sets and subsets that have the 

same moral reference point.  While we are not the first to suggest the importance of moral 

costs on choices or to develop a model of such, prior efforts have relied upon assumptions 

of particular forms for utility functions. Our model, in contrast, is based on an extension of 

the standard model of rational choice and is able to reconcile data that are at odds with 

extant rational choice theory and data that maintain consistency with convex preference 

theory (e.g., GARP).  

The model and experimental data lead us to conclude that moral reference points 

play a major role in the decision to act generously.  Moreover, our finding that moral 

reference points play a role in the decisions of young children suggests that such 

preferences may be innate or acquired early in life.  As a whole, these findings highlight 

the importance of revisiting standard models to explore the role of moral reference points 

in a broader array of choice settings.  In this manner, we view our results as having both 

positive and normative import.  For empiricists and practitioners, the results herein provide 
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an indication that moral costs can play an important role in welfare calculations and 

program evaluation.   
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TABLES 

 

Table 1: Summary of Treatments (Dictator’s Endowment, Recipient’s Endowment) 

  Fixed 

Endowment 

Variable 

Endowment 

Total 

Endowment 

Moral 

Reference 

Point 

Inequality  Give (4, 4) (4, 0) (8, 4) (6,4) 

Take (4, 4) (0, 4) (4, 8) (4,4) 

Symmetric (4, 0) (4, 4) (8, 4) (6,0) 

Equal  Give (2, 6) (4, 0) (6, 6) (4,6) 

Take (2, 6) (0, 4) (2, 10) (2,6) 

Symmetric (2, 2) (4, 4) (6, 6) (4,2) 

Envy Give (0, 8) (4, 0) (4, 8) (2,8) 

Take (0, 8) (0, 4) (0, 12) (0,8) 

Symmetric (0, 4) (4, 4) (4, 8) (2,4) 

 

Note: This table provides a summary of the experimental design, with each treatment and action set in its 

own row. The total endowment (column 3) represents the amount to dictator and recipient at the beginning 

of the game (dictator’s endowment is the first number; recipient’s endowment is the second number. The 

variable endowment (column 2) is the amount originally allocated to each child that the dictator can re-

allocate. 

 

Table 2: Summary Statistics (First Decision Only – Between Subjects) 

  Moral 

Reference 

Point 

(Dictator, 

Recipient) 

Transfer 

Amount 

(Send is 

positive, Take 

is negative) 

Final Payoffs 

(Dictator, 

Recipient) 

N 

Inequality  Give (6,4) 1.49 (1.14) (6.51, 5.49) 53 

Take (4,4) -2.16 (1.13) (6.16, 5.84) 51 

Symmetric (6,0) -0.70 (1.57) (8.70, 3.29) 64 

Equal  Give (4,6) 0.94 (1.29) (5.06, 6.94) 33 

Take (2,6) -2.60 (1.08) (4.60, 7.40) 25  

Symmetric (4,2) -1.13 (1.61) (7.13, 4.87) 30 

Envy Give (2,8) 0.62 (1.12) (3.38, 8.62) 21 

Take (0,8) -2.84 (1.28) (2.84, 9.16) 25 

Symmetric (2,4) -1.29 (1.81) (5.29, 6.71) 31 

 

Note: Column 1 shows the average transfer rate, with standard deviation in parentheses. Column 2 shows 

the final payoffs, with dictator payoff first followed by recipient payoff. N is the number of observations in 

each treatment. Only decisions made first in order are included. 
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Table 3: Comparisons of Give vs. Take Action Sets 

Average marginal effects from the Hurdle model (Cragg, 1971). 

 

Dependent Variable 
(1) (2) (3) 

Dictator Payoff Inequality Equal Envy 

 Conditional mean estimates of 

       

Give Action [+] 0.400* 0.246 1.174** 

 (0.216) (0.326) (0.458) 

    

Observations 103 57a 46 

Means {Take, Give} 

 

Nobs {Take, Give} 

{6.16, 6.51} 

{50, 53} 

{4.60, 5.06}  

{25, 33} 

{2.84, 3.38} 

{25, 21} 

(Kruskal-Wallis) Chi-Squared 

 
2.51 3.26* 2.88* 

 

Note: a Demographics missing for one child. Predicted sign by MMA in square brackets. 

Standard errors in parentheses. Choice at the highest dictator’s payoff is treated as hurdle. 

Includes Experimenter fixed effects and demographics (child age, race and gender). Take 

action set is the omitted category, and children’s choices in the Symmetric action set are 

excluded from the analysis. ***p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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Table 4: Contraction of the Symmetric Set (within treatment) 
Average marginal effects from the hurdle model (Cragg, 1971).   

  

Dependent Variable 

Dictator Payoff 

(1) 

Inequality 

(2) 

Equal 

(3) 

Envy 

    

Give Action [-] -0.930*** -1.585*** -0.570 

 (0.263) (0.532) (0.482) 

Take Action [-] -1.293*** -1.782*** -1.477*** 

 (0.245) (0.522) (0.440) 

    

Observations 143a 73a 64 

Means (Take, Give, Symm.) 

 

Nobs (Take, Give, Symm.) 

(6.16, 6.51, 7.83) 

(50, 53, 41) 

(4.60, 5.06, 5.94) 

(25, 33, 16) 

(2.84, 3.38, 3.94) 

(25, 21, 18) 

(Kruskal-Wallis test)  

Chi-Squared 

 
52.07*** 15.51*** 12.25*** 

 

Note: a Demographics missing for one child. MMA predicted sign in square brackets. Standard 

errors in parentheses. Includes Experimenter fixed effects and children demographics (gender, age, 

race).  The Symmetric action set is the omitted category. Only choices from [A, B] are included.  

Choice at the highest dictator’s payoff is treated as hurdle. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. 
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Table 5: Contraction of the Symmetric Set (across treatments) 
Average marginal effects from the hurdle model (Cragg, 1971).   

 

  

Dependent Variable 

Dictator Payoff 

(1) 

Symmetric Equal 

Inequality Take/Give 

(2) 

Symmetric Envy 

Inequality Take/Give 

   

Give Action 0.082  1.301*** [+] 

 (0.277) (0.296) 

Take Action -0.286 [-] 0.875*** [+] 

 (0.289) (0.320) 

   

Observations 127 133 

Means (Take, Give, Symm.) 

 

Nobs (Take, Give, Symm.) 

(6.16, 6.51, 6.42) 

(50, 53, 24) 

(6.16, 6.51, 5.37) 

(50, 53, 30) 

(Kruskal-Wallis test)  

Chi-Squared 
2.81 11.67*** 

 

Note: MMA predicted sign in square brackets. Standard errors in parentheses. Includes 

Experimenter fixed effects and children demographics (gender, age, race).  The Symmetric 

action set is the omitted category and only choices from the contraction set are included.  

Choice at the highest dictator’s payoff is treated as hurdle. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. 
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FIGURES 

 

Figure 1: Feasible Sets (AB for Give or Take, AC for Symmetric) 

 

Note: This figure shows the feasible budget available for each treatment and action set. Participants in the 

Give or Take action sets can choose from [A, B], while participants in the Symmetric action set can choose 

from  [A, C]. 

 

 

Figure 2: Experimental Setup 

    

Note: This figure displays the experimental environment. At left, blue and red plates indicate payoffs for the 

dictator and recipient. Stickers on top of the plate are variable endowment, while clearly visible stickers 

inside the boxes are fixed endowment. At right, a child participates in the experiment one on one with an 

experimenter. 
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Figure 3: Histograms using Data from List (2007) and Bardsley (2008) 
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Figure 4: Example of Choice with non-Convex Preferences 

 

 

 

Figure 5: Reference Points for Proper Contraction Sets 
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Figure 6: Histograms of Final Payoff to Dictator in the Experiment 
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Figure 7.  MMA Implies WARP for the Andreoni and Miller Experiment 

 

 

 

Figure 8: Endowments and Moral Reference Points for Korenok, et al. Treatments 
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APPENDICES 

 

A. Proof of Proposition 1 

Let f  belong to both *F and G .  Consider any g  from *.G   As G and F have the same 

moral reference point, ,r rg f
 MMA requires that  and  , i i i ig f g f i   . These 

inequalities can be simultaneously satisfied if and only if ,  g f  i.e. f  belongs to *G

which concludes the proof for property M  . Note, though, that any choice g  in *G  must 

coincide with f , an implication of which is *G must be a singleton. So, if the intersection 

of *F  and G  is not empty then choices satisfy property M . 

 

B. Chicago Heights Early Childhood Center (CHECC) Laboratory 

 

The studies were conducted at the Chicago Heights Early Childhood Center (CHECC) in 

the winter of 2013 (CHECC was formerly named GECC, the Griffin Early Childhood 

Center). The CHECC program was launched in 2010 and serves as a ‘laboratory’ for 

experiments of this sort. The CHECC program is located in Chicago Heights, Illinois and 

interested families can sign up via lottery to participate in one of the offered programs each 

year. The CHECC itself is a randomized field experiment testing the effects of different 

early childhood intervention programs for 3-5 year old children. Chicago Heights, IL is a 

predominately low-income area, with a median annual income of ~$43,000. Children know 

others from their own classroom, but generally do not interact with children from other 

classrooms. For this experiment, we recruited families from all cohorts who have 

participated in the CHECC pool between 2010 and 2013. 

 
Families with children Families from all CHECC cohorts were invited to participate in 
this experiment via mail and phone calls. When participants are recruited into CHECC, 
the optional activities that are part of the program are explained. Participants did not 
know what the activity was about when they signed up. Parents were told that they 
would receive $10 just for coming, and that their child would have the chance to earn 
more prizes, for a “Child Activity” that would take around 15-20 minutes of their time. 
Some parents and children had previously participated in activities that are unrelated 
to this project. Children currently in a full-day preschool program at CHECC 
participated by being taken out of class. 
 
We followed a standard procedure developed at GECC to conduct the study. Experiments 

involving children at CHECC are conducted one-on-one with the experimenter. Thus, in a 

sense there were separate individual sessions of the experiment. One of the authors was in 

charge of implementing the study, including training staff, monitoring recruitment, 

observing the staff during the duration of the experiment, and monitoring data entry. We 

used several different experimenters, who were all Research Assistants or full time staff at 

the University of Chicago working for the authors and have experience in conducting other 

experiments at CHECC. The experiment was conducted in Spanish for the Spanish-

speaking children. The remaining experiments were conducted in English. The study also 

required the use of several waiting area assistants and babysitters, and check-in staff, who 

were also Research Assistants at the university or interns at the CHECC. 
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Appendix C: Script and Instructions for the Experiment 

The below provides the script read by the experimenter for the Inequality treatment, 

including Give, Take and Symmetric action sets. The Equal and Envy treatments were the 

same, and only differed in the number of stickers available initially. Note we always paired 

girls with girls and boys with boys, since it is difficult to explain to a child that they are 

playing with a recipient of an unknown gender, and since we did not want to add another 

variable to the data in terms of same or mis-matched gender of the dictator and recipient. 

This is a common procedure in developmental psychology studies. 
 

Inequality Treatment – Give Action 

Do you want to play some games? (Remember to match gender) 
 
Ok, first we get to decide which stickers to play with. Here are your choices; you can pick one sticker 
set – which one is your favorite? Great let’s get started. (record) 
 
Choice:                                             STAR                                              MUSTACHE 
 
OK, in this game, you are going to be matched with another girl who is from a different school and did 
not get to play the game today. You will each get some stickers, and it will be up to you to decide how 
many you keep, and how many we send to the other girl, ok? We’ll send the stickers in the mail, so 
she won’t know who you are, and you won’t know who she is either. 
 
First, you and the other girl will get some stickers to start with. This is going to be your box and your 
plate (point) and this is going to be the other girl’s box and her plate (point).  
 
Here are some instructions that tell me what to put in each box and plate (look over instruction). Ok -  
 
I’m going to put your stickers in your box (place 4 stickers in box) and I’m going to put the other 
girl’s stickers in her box (place 4 stickers in box). These are the stickers you definitely get to take 
home (point to the child’s box), and these are the stickers the other girl will definitely get (point to 
the other child’s box). 
 

 Can you show me which stickers you definitely get to keep? (that’s right / no, actually. you 
definitely gets the ones in your box here) 

 Can you show me which stickers the other girl definitely gets to keep? (that’s right / no, actually 
she definitely gets the ones in her box here) 

 
Now here are more stickers – they are yours now (put 4 stickers in child’s plate). With the stickers 
on the plate, you still get to decide -- how many you want to keep, and how many you want to send to 
the other girl for her to have.  You can do whatever you want, it is up to you. You can keep as many 
stickers as you want, and you can send none, some or all of your stickers to the other girl. 
Any stickers you are going to keep, you will leave them on your plate (point) Any stickers you want 
to send to the other girl, you put them on the other girl’s plate here (point). We’ll add the stickers on 
your plate to your box, and we’ll add the stickers on the other girl’s plate to her box.  
 

 Can you show me which plate is your plate? (that’s right, this is your plate. / no, actually this one 
is your plate. You take home the stickers on this plate) 

 Can you show me which plate is the other girl’s plate? (that’s right, this is the other girl’s plate / 
no, actually this one is the other girl’s plate. She takes home the stickers on this plate) 

 
Ok, go ahead and decide where the stickers will go, on your plate or the other girl’s plate. Remember, 
it is up to you! When you're ALL DONE you can drop the stickers in the boxes! 
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Great, now I am going to put your stickers in your envelope for you to take home and the other 
stickers in the other girl’s envelope to send to her. Record how many stickers are on each plate. 
 

Inequality Treatment – Take Action 

Do you want to play some games? (Remember to match gender) 
 
Ok, first we get to decide which stickers to play with. Here are your choices; you can pick one sticker 
set – which one is your favorite? Great let’s get started. (record) 
 
Choice:                                             STAR                                              MUSTACHE 
 
OK, in this game, you are going to be matched with a different girl who is from a different school and 
did not get to play the game today. You will each get some stickers, and it will be up to you to decide 
how many you keep, and how many we send to the other girl, ok? We’ll send the stickers in the mail, 
so she won’t know who you are, and you won’t know who she is either. 
 
First, you and the other girl will get some stickers to start with. This is going to be your box and your 
plate (point) and this is going to be the other girl’s box and her plate (point).  
 
Here are some instructions that tell me what to put in each box and plate (look over instruction). Ok -  
 
I’m going to put your stickers in your box (place 4 stickers in box) and I’m going to put the other 
girl’s stickers in her box (place 4 stickers in box). These are the stickers you definitely get to take 
home (point to the child’s box), and these are the stickers the other girl will definitely get (point to 
the other child’s box). 
 

 Can you show me which stickers you definitely get to keep? (that’s right / no, actually. you 
definitely gets the ones in your box here) 

 Can you show me which stickers the other girl definitely gets to keep? (that’s right / no, 
actually she definitely gets the ones in her box here) 

 
Now here are more stickers – they are the other girl’s now (put 4 stickers in other child’s plate). 
With the stickers on her plate, you still get to decide -- how many you want the other girl to keep, and 
how many you want to take from the other girl for you to keep.  You can do whatever you want, it is 
up to you. You can take as many stickers as you want - you can take none, some or all of the other 
girl’s stickers. 
Any stickers you are going to take for yourself, you will put them on your plate (point) Any stickers 
you want to leave for the other girl, you leave them on the other girl’s plate here (point).We’ll add the 
stickers on your plate to your box, and we’ll add the stickers on the other girl’s plate to her box.  
 

 Can you show me which plate is your plate? (that’s right, this is your plate. / no, actually this 
one is your plate. You take home the stickers on this plate) 

 Can you show me which plate is the other girl’s plate? (that’s right, this is the other girl’s 
plate / no, actually this one is the other girl’s plate. She takes home the stickers on this plate) 

 
Ok, go ahead and decide where the stickers will go, on your plate or the other girl’s plate. Remember, 
it is up to you! When you're ALL DONE you can drop the stickers in the boxes! 
 
Great, now I am going to put your stickers in your envelope for you to take home and the other 
stickers in the other girl’s envelope to send to her. Record how many stickers are on each plate 

 
Inequality Treatment – Symmetric Action 
 
Do you want to play some games? (Remember to match gender) 
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Ok, first we get to decide which stickers to play with. Here are your choices; you can pick one sticker 
set – which one is your favorite? Great let’s get started.  
 
Choice:                                             STAR                                              MUSTACHE 
 
OK, in this game, you are going to be matched with another girl who is from a different school and did 
not get to play the game today. You will each get some stickers, and it will be up to you to decide how 
many you keep, and how many we send to the other girl, ok? We’ll send the stickers in the mail, so 
she won’t know who you are, and you won’t know who she is either. 
 
First, you and the other girl will get some stickers to start with. This is going to be your box and your 
plate (point) and this is going to be the other girl’s box and her plate (point).  
 
Here are some instructions that tell me what to put in each box and plate (look over instruction). Ok -  
 
I’m going to put your stickers in your box (place 4 stickers in box) and not going to put any stickers 
in her box (place 0 stickers in box). These are the stickers you definitely get to take home (point to 
the child’s box). 
 

 Can you show me which stickers you definitely get to keep? (that’s right / no, actually. you 
definitely gets the ones in your box here) 

 Can you show me which box is her box? (that’s right / no, actually this is your box) 
 
Now here are more stickers – they are yours now (put 4 stickers in child’s plate). And here are even 
more stickers – they are the other girl’s now (put 4 stickers on other child’s plate). With the stickers 
on both of these plates, you still get to decide -- how many you want to keep, and how many you want 
the other girl to keep.  You can do whatever you want, it is up to you. You can send stickers from your 
plate to the other girl, and you can take stickers from the other girl’s plate to put on your plate. You can 
send none, some or all of the stickers from your plate to the other girl. You can also take none, some or 
all of the stickers from the other girl. 
Any stickers you are going to keep, you will put them on your plate (point) Any stickers you want the 
other girl to keep, you put them on the other girl’s plate here (point). We’ll add the stickers on your 
plate to your box, and we’ll add the stickers on the other girl’s plate to her box.  
 

 Can you show me which plate is your plate? (that’s right, this is your plate. / no, actually this 
one is your plate. You take home the stickers on this plate) 

 Can you show me which plate is the other girl’s plate? (that’s right, this is the other girl’s 
plate / no, actually this one is the other girl’s plate. She takes home the stickers on this plate) 

 
Ok, go ahead and decide where the stickers will go, on your plate or the other girl’s plate. Remember, 
it is up to you! When you're ALL DONE you can drop the stickers in the boxes! 
 
Great, now I am going to put your stickers in your envelope for you to take home and the other 
stickers in the other girl’s envelope to send to her. Record how many stickers are on each plate 
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Appendix D.  Empirical Analysis Using Data for all Three Choices 

 

Table D.3: Comparisons of Give vs. Take Action Sets 

Average marginal effects from the Hurdle model (Cragg, 1971). 

 

Dependent Variable 
(1) (2) (3) 

Dictator Payoff Inequality Equal Envy 

 Conditional mean estimates of 

       

Give Action [+] 0.243** 0.504*** 0.494*** 

 (0.113) (0.189) (0.186) 

    

Observations 326a 173a 154 

Means {Take, Give} 

 

Nobs {Take, Give} 

{6.42, 6.67} 

{164, 164} 

{4.5, 5.03}  

{88, 88} 

{2.81, 3.40} 

{77, 77} 

(Subject ID Paired) t-test 

 
2.095** 2.672*** 2.931*** 

 

Note: aMissing demographics for one child. Predicted sign by MMA in square brackets. 

Standard errors in parentheses and clustered at children ID level. Choice at the highest 

dictator’s payoff is treated as hurdle. Includes Experimenter fixed effects and demographics 

(child age, race and gender). Take action set is the omitted category, and children choices in 

the Symmetric action set are excluded from the analysis. ***p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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Table D4: Contraction of the Symmetric Set (within treatment) 
Average marginal effects from the hurdle model (Cragg, 1971).   

  

Dependent Variable 

Dictator Payoff 

(1) 

Inequality 

(2) 

Equal 

(3) 

Envy 

    

Give Action [-] -0.825*** -0.913*** -0.387 

 (0.185) (0.274) (0.258) 

Take Action [-] -1.026*** -1.347*** -0.821*** 

 (0.175) (0.264) (0.243) 

    

Observations 424a 224a 194 

Means (Give, Symm, Take) 

 

Nobs ( Give, Symm, Take ) 

(6.67, 7.68, 6.42) 

(164, 99, 164) 

(5.03,5.76, 4.5) 

(88, 51, 88) 

(3.40, 3.65, 2.82) 

(77, 40, 77) 

(Subject ID paired) t-test  

 

Give vs Symmetric 

 

Take vs Symmetric 

 

-9.818***  

-10.482*** 

-4.752*** 

-7.382*** 

-2.016*  

-2.980*** 

 

Note:  a Missing demographics for one child. MMA predicted sign in square brackets. Standard 

errors in parentheses and clustered at child ID level. Includes Experimenter fixed effects and child 

demographics (gender, age, race).  The Symmetric action set is the omitted category. Only choices 

from [A, B] are included.  Choice at the highest dictator’s payoff is treated as hurdle. *** p<0.01, 

** p<0.05, * p<0.1. 
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Table D5: Contraction of the Symmetric Set (across treatments)26 
Average marginal effects from the hurdle model (Cragg, 1971).   

 

 

                                                 
26 We cannot conduct (subject ID) paired t-test here as no child participated in different treatments. 

Dependent Variable 

Dictator Payoff 

(1) 

Symmetric Equal 

Inequality Take/Give 

(2) 

Symmetric Envy 

Inequality Take/Give 

   

Give Action 0.488***  1.188*** [+] 

 (0.163) (0.197) 

Take Action 0.255 [-] 0.942*** [+] 

 (0.170) (0.200) 

   

Observations 398a 397 

Means (Give, Take, Symm) 

 

Nobs ( Give, Take, Symm) 

(6.67, 6.42, 6.33) 

(164,164,73) 

(6.67, 6.42, 5.59) 

(164,164,71) 
 

Note: a Missing demographics for one child. MMA predicted sign in square brackets. 

Standard errors in parentheses and clustered at childrenID level. Includes Experimenter 

fixed effects and children demographics (gender, age, race).  The Symmetric action set is the 

omitted category and only choices from the contraction set are included.  Choice at the 

highest dictator’s payoff is treated as hurdle. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. 


